friendly gesture.
Fed & refreshed, it was time
for our final activity for the day which
was more of the exercise variety participating in a nearest to the pin putting competition with referees Delwyn & Pamela.

PRE-ANZAC BUS TRIP

M

embers, partners and
friends set out from a
bright sunny Bundaberg for a day in
the country by coach driven by Tex.
First stop, still in town was
Lions Remembrance Park where we
gathered around the memorial to Service Women to pay tribute to all
women who have or are serving in
Australian Defence Forces.

Eventually we departed and
soon after arrived in Gin Gin where
we took a stroll through the impressive streetscape before pausing to
place another tribute at the town’s
cenotaph. Our President performed
this duty.

A wreath made by Vice President Raelene was placed by Val Pomfrett (AWAS).
Continuing on via Cedars Rd
we crossed the Burnett River to South
Kolan and then turned off at Bungadoo Rd, taking the scenic route
(accidentally) to Bungadoo Country
Cottage where we enjoyed morning
Having walked off some of the
tea under the shade of 100 year old
tarts
and
slice we made the short bus
mango trees.
That the winner was a hubby
journey to Gin Gin Golf Club for
who has played golf regularly may
lunch.
have seemed unfair to the novices but
it came down to a play-off between
Bill Coutts (the golfer) and Kerry
Clements who has never wielded a
putter before!

Cottage proprietors, President
Jenny and Sharon catered too well to
our gastronomical desires—after indulging we could have just dozed off
if it hadn’t been for the friendly chatter.

Again we were greeted by the
typical friendly country welcome and
the chicken,
silverside and
salad also reflected good
country cooking
served with a
smile by chef
Carol and refreshments
were administered by Brian
with the same

After a wonderful day out Tex
took us back to Bundaberg.
Youngies & oldies all mixed
well and the variety of activities was
well received.
Organiser Vice President Raelene is now planning our next social
outing.

